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Robert J. Branham, Bates professor of
rhetoric, succumbs to illness at age 45
Robert J. Branham, 45, professor of
rhetoric and director of debate at Bates Col¬
lege, died at his home in Lewiston early
Thursday morning surrounded by his family
and close friends. The cause of death was
colon cancer, precipitated by a 22-year
struggle with Crohn’s disease.
A Lewiston resident and recognized
scholar, Branham revitalized a historic de¬
bate program at Bates over the past two and
a half decades and led the team to many na¬
tional and international honors. A widely
published author, he was an expert on the
history of debating and in various areas of
communication theory and practice.
“All of us who knew Bob were aware

Tamara Bucknell-Pogue, a member and of¬
ficer of the Brooks-Quimby Debate Council,
“Bob was a friend as well as my adviser. He
was not only a fantastic human being, he was
also an amazing mentor and coach.”
The recipient of numerous awards and
prizes during his academic career, Branham
was honored last November with the Ameri¬
can Forensic Association (AFA) Daniel
Rohrer Award for his publication, Stanton’s
Elm: An Illustrated History of Debating at
Bates College, published in 1996 to com¬
memorate the centennial celebration of the
Bates College intercollegiate debate pro¬
gram.
Two years earlier, Branham received

“He could not only demonstrate that he
had what seemed to be all the answers, but he
could also draw that knowledge out of
everyone around him. ”
Mark Boudreau, ‘99, President of the Brooks Quimby
Debate Council
of his courage, his love of his family and
friends, his commitment to his students and
to the College, his intellectual clarity and pro¬
fessional achievements, his grace and gentle
kindness, his passion for principle and his
decency,” said Bates College President
Donald W. Harward.
“Bob Branham was an extraordinary
scholar, teacher and friend whose dedication
to his students was admired by everyone who
met him or them,” said Kathleen Hall
Jamieson, dean of the Annenberg School for
Communication at the University of Pennsyl¬
vania. “His death is a loss for Bates, for the
field of rhetoric, for his family, and for all of
us touched by his generosity, good humor and
commitment to the highest ideals of the schol¬
arly life.”
Those sentiments were echoed by
Robert Branham
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the same AFA research award for his 1994
article, “Debate and Dissent in Late
Tokugawa and Meiji Japan,” which appeared
in the journal Argumentation and Advocacy.
In June, Branham received a Roger C.
Schmutz Faculty Research Grant from Bates
to present a paper at the International Con¬
ference on Argumentation in Amsterdam on
the uses of national symbols by American
anti-slavery activists. At the time of his
death, Branham was completing a book,
Sweet Freedom’s Song America’ and Ameri¬
can National Identities.
“Beyond his masterful teaching and
sustained scholarship, Robert Branham was
a powerful presence in the common life of
Bates College,” said Carl B. Straub, the Clark
A. Griffith Professor of Environmental Stud¬
ies, professor of religion at Bates and former
dean of the faculty. “His clear voice of rea¬
son in service to the highest ideals of liberal
education made his years among us a sea¬
son of institutional hope and of collegial good
cheer.”
The author of a number of scholarly
articles, Branham’s most recent work before
he died, Lift Every Voice: African-American
Oratory. 1787-1900. is an anthology of more
than 150 speeches — many never published
before — from historical African American
orators. The project was a collaborative ef¬
fort of Branham and the late Philip Foner, a
professor at Lincoln University in Pennsyl¬
vania. The University of Alabama Press pub¬
lished the 925-page book, which features
such historical African American figures as
Frederick Douglas, Booker T. Washington
and WE.B. Du Bois, as well as background
information about the era and context of each
speech. Library Journal called the book “es¬
sential reading for every American.”
Branham was at work on a second vol¬
ume of Lift Every Voice, covering the period
1901 to 1953, when he died. Branham taught
a course on documentary videomaking and
collaborated with students to produce such
efforts as “Roughing the Uppers: The Great
Shoe Strike of 1937,” which won the New
England Historical Association’s Annual
Media Award in 1993, and “The Phantom
Punch,” about the heavyweight title fight
between Muhammad Ali and Sonny Liston
in 1965. Both events took place in Lewiston.
See Branham on page 5
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Election ‘98, an overview:

Democrats fare well around the nation,
Republican leadership questioned
In Lewiston, Dean of the College Carignan gains city council seat, Ito falls short in bid for State House
By MATTHEW EPSTEIN
News Editor
The surprises in the national political
scene aside, Maine elections were relatively
sedate this week.
Governor Angus King, an independent,
was reelected to a second term as expected
in an election where none of the other can¬
didates gathered more then 19 percent of the
vote.
Bates alumnus Tom Connolly was
third in the race with 12 percent of the vote
as a Democrat. Before the election there
were concerns that Connolly would get less
then the 5 percent necessary to keep the
party’s name on the ballot for the next elec¬
tion, a threat that Connolly held off despite
meager finances and result that was largely
considered predetermined.
On campus, two Batesies ran for of¬
fices. Dean of the College James Carignan
ran unopposed for Lewiston City Council in
a special election.
The job, which is nonpartisan, is part
time, and Carignan expects to continue his
work at the college with his victory.
Running for the State House in district
89 (which includes the college) was Tom Ito,
a senior at Bates.
“I though about it, and I thought it
would be interesting. I don’t really aspire to
politics,” said Ito on why he ran.
“It was a phenomenal learning expe¬
rience,! meet so many people... it gave me a
new prospective that I’d never really seen
before,” he continued.

Schumer to the Senate seat of three-term
incumbent Alfonse D’Amato.
Non only did Schumer upset an incum¬
bent in a year when most incumbents won
easily, he did so strongly, winning by 400,000
votes, a 9 percent victory.
The race, one of the nations’ most ex¬
pensive, and almost certainly the nastiest,
kept the Democrats from an expected loss of
seats in the Senate, where Democratic in¬
cumbent Carol Moseley-Braun went down to
a somewhat expected loss after a single term
that was marred by personal scandals for the
nation’s first black female Senator.
Another Democratic incumbent who
faced a stiff challenge, Senator Russell D..
Feingold, held off his Republican challenger
despite being heavily outspent.
Feingold, who has led the fight in the
Senate for campaign finance reform, refused
all offers of “soft money” from the Democratic
National Party.
As a result, his challenger, U.S. Rep¬
resentative Mark W Neumann had far more
television advertising then Feingold, however,
the Senator apparently gained support for
his willingness to stand by the campaign.
In California, Democrats gained the
Governorship for the first time since 1982,
with the Lieutenant Governor, Gray Davis
taking control of the nation’s largest state,
with the world’s seventh largest economy.
Despite being outspent 2-1, Demo¬
cratic Senator Barbara Boxer held onto her
seat in California as well. She defeated the
State Treasurer, Matt Fong.
With California poised to gain House

“If you make it a referendum on a President
with a 67 percent approval rating, as they
tried to do, you shouldn't be surprised if the
election goes against you. ”
Governor Tom Ridge of Pennsylvania
Ito lost to the Democratic incumbent
Albert Gamache by 725 votes to 221.
Gamache, who won his fourth trip
back to Augusta has said that he will retire
after this two year term. Recently, he un¬
derwent abdominal surgery at Saint Mary’s
Regional Medical Center.
Aside from Gamache’s incumbent sta¬
tus the election was little surprise due to the
overwhelmingly Democratic nature of
Lewiston.
■ National Elections
Unlike the tranquillity in Maine, it was
a big and mildly surprising night for national
politics.
The Democrats gained 5 seats in the
House of Representatives, crushing Repub¬
lican hope of a wider majority with to pro¬
ceed on the impeachment of President
Clinton.
In the Senate, each party stole three
of the other’s seats, keeping the total num¬
bers at 55 Republicans and 45 Democrats.
The evening’s biggest surprise was the
election New York Congressman Charle° E.

seats in the 2000 census, the Democrats
made the state a priority, with the President,
Vice President and the First Lady all appear¬
ing in the state.
The Democrats used their still popu¬
lar leadership all over the nation, with Vice
President A1 Gore appearing for 224 candi¬
dates during the election.
B What it all means
For the Republican Party, the election
was a major setback. Aside from MoseleyBraun, they failed to pick off vulnerable
Democrats all over the nation.
The last time a President’s party
gained House seats was 1934 (when Demo¬
crats had the impressive coattails of Franklin
Roosevelt at his most popular to ride on).
For the Democrats to gain five seats
indicates that the Republicans blundered
badly in how they approached the election.
“If you make it a referendum on a
President with a 67 percent approval rating,
as they tried to do, you shouldn’t be surprised
if the election goes against you,” said Gover¬
nor Tom Ridge of Pennsylvania, a Republi¬

can who was reelected easily.
Ridge, like many Republicans, ap¬
peared to be distancing himself from the
strategy that was pushed by Republicans in
Washington.
The failure of the Republicans indi¬
cates that a shakeup in the Congressional
leadership may be coming on November 18,
when Republicans in the house will select
their leadership for the next year.
Though Speaker of the House Newt
Gingrich has survived challenges in the past,
he may be seen as an appropriate sacrificial
lamb now, particularly after he personally
approved TV advertisements that ran in the
last week of the campaign focusing on Presi¬
dent Clinton’s involvement with Monica
Lewinsky.
For the Democrats, especially Vice
President Gore, the election was wildly suc¬
cessful.
Gore injected new evidence of his
popularity for his own probable run for the
Presidency in 2000.
For the party, the election may have

marked the beginnings of a return to a much
more issue-oriented outlook. Democrats suc¬
cessfully painted the Republican dominated
Congress as having accomplished little other
then a costly and increasingly unpopular in¬
vestigation into the Lewinsky scandal.
As “the party of issues,” the Democrats
were able to bring out a high turnout, his¬
torically favorable to them. Even ethnic mi¬
norities that have seen turnout fall dramati¬
cally in recent years returned to the polls as
Democrats paid more attention to blacks and
Hispanics for the first time in years.
Among many liberals, the reemer¬
gence of compassionate politics is very wel¬
come, particularly with the extreme rightwing violence that has been seen in New York
and Wyoming this fall. Public education and
the cities may get more attention again as
Democrats remember that urban areas,
which are still almost half of the nation, are
reliably Democratic, and can be effectively
mobilized with the right tactics.
This article contains information from
the New York Times.

A ‘Body’ slam, ex-wrestler
Ventura wins Minn, governorship
By BRIAN CLOSE
Minnesota Daily (U. Minnesota)
(U-WIRE) MINNEAPOLIS,Minn.-Thetwo
major party candidates and countless in¬
credulous television pundits wore shocked
faces Tuesday night as wave after wave of
precinct numbers reflected that Jesse
Ventura, the former pro wrestler and mayor
of Brooklyn Park, would be the 38th gover¬
nor of Minnesota.
Ventura is the first Reform Party gov¬
ernor ever.
“We shocked the world,” a jubilant
Ventura told NBC’s Tom Brokaw in a na¬
tionally televised post-election interview. “I
feel like Muhammad Ali beating Sonny
Liston.”
At 11:45 p.m., the Voter News Service
declared Ventura the winner. At the time of
the announcement, Ventura had mustered
more than 37 percent of the vote, with Norm
Coleman coming in second with 34 percent
and Hubert H. “Skip” Humphrey bringing
up the rear with 28 percent.
Coleman and Humphrey did not con¬
cede the race until nearly an hour after the
declaration.
Ventura, 47, gave his victory speech
just after midnight at Canterbury Park in
Shakopee, where more than 1,000 support¬
ers spent the night drinking beer, eating
dinner and cheering under the light of a full
moon.
“Let them say, ‘A vote for Jesse is a
wasted vote,”’ Ventura said in his victory
speech. “I’ll say, ‘we wasted them with
wasted votes.’”
Minnesota’s governor-elect, who has
said his politics reflect libertarian views —
including lowering taxes and reducing gov¬
ernment — refrained from divulging spe¬
cifics on what he plans to do while in of¬
fice.

“I made one promise: I’ll do the best
job I can do. I’m human; I'll probably make
mistakes. But, if they are from the heart,
then you don’t have to apologize for them,”
Ventura said to a roaring crowd.
Ventura’s campaign centered around
returning budget surpluses to citizens
through tax rebates, but he provided few
details on how he would give back the
money.
Regarding financial aid, Ventura has
said if students are smart enough to go to
college, they should be smart enough to find
a way to pay for it themselves.
Ventura said his running mate, Mae
Schunk, a teacher of 36 years, would be
charged with the task of improving educa¬
tion in Minnesota.
Ryan Ahern and Anthony Albanese,
juniors in the Carlson School of Manage¬
ment who attended the victory party, called
the campaign party “one of the most fun
parties of the year.”
“If you look at everybody, nobody is
wearing a coat,” Albanese said. “They are
all real people.”
Dean Barkley, Reform Party candi¬
date for the U.S. Senate in 1992, ’94, and
’96, opened up public funds for Ventura
when he received more than 5 percent of
the statewide vote, and at least one vote in
each county.
“I always said, ‘We have to build the
ship and fill the sails with wind before
they’ll jump on,’ and maybe now they will,”
Barkley said.
Alan Shilepsky, Reform Party candi¬
date for Secretary, predicted that the re¬
sults would propel the party ahead in fu¬
ture races.
“We’ve reached the takeoff stage, and
the future looks really bright,” he said. “It
makes you believe that democracy really
works.”
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College bookstores sue
publishers over pricing
Trade group alleges that publishers give discounts to
retail stores, while overcharging academic outlets
By JAIME ADAME
The Stanford Daily (Stanford U.)

Saturday, everyone was a Bobcat-for-a-day, even this guy, nicely attired to support the home team. Hey, you gotta support
the team.
ErinMullinplwto

Illegal collaboration on
assignments an the rise at JJ.
Texas-Austin
By DANIELLE COOPER
Daily Texan (U. Texas-Austin)
(U-WIRE) AUSTIN, Texas - Unauthorized
collaboration — preparing an assignment
with another person’s help and without an
instructor’s permission—has risen over the
last 10 years at the University of Texas, UT
officials said Monday.
Unauthorized collaboration, consid¬
ered a type of cheating, was a factor in 25.5
percent of cases of academic dishonesty on
campus last year and was involved in 32.3
percent of cases two years ago, said Kevin
Price, assistant dean of Student Judicial Ser¬
vices.
Even with this year’s drop, recent fig¬
ures show an increase from five years ago,
when unauthorized collaboration was in¬
volved in 16 percent of cases. Ten years ago,
unauthorized collaboration was only a fac¬
tor in 10 percent of cases of academic dis¬
honesty.
“There has been an upward trend in
unauthorized collaboration nationwide,”
Price said.
Because students have the opportunity
to work together on assignments — such as
homework or lab reports, which constitute a
small percentage of their overall grade in a
course — students justify getting help from
others even when not allowed, Price said.
“Students often try to rationalize work¬
ing with someone else,” Price said.
Nang Ngo, co-chair of Students For
Academic Integrity, said he has observed stu¬
dents collaborating on assignments without
permission from instructors.
“One of the rationales people come up
with, especially for homework, is that this
doesn’t really matter anyway,” Ngo said.
But when students get through school
without doing their own work, they do not
represent the University well in the job mar¬
ket, he said.
Jessica Marshall, another co-chair of
SFAI, said students often aren’t clear about
the University’s cheating policy after orien¬
tation because it gets lost in the stacks of
information they receive. She urged students
to talk to individual professors to find out to
what extent they permit group work on as¬
signments.
“We encourage students to talk to their
professors to find out what they expect,”
Marshall said.

If students are caught engaging in col¬
laboration or any other form of academic dis¬
honesty, such as plagiarism or cheating, they
are subject to disciplinary measures from the
Office of the Dean of Students.
“The University has a set of rules
about how to handle these cases,” said
Sharon Daniel, an instructor in the Division
of Rhetoric and Composition who sponsored
a forum last week on cheating at the Univer¬
sity.
In accordance with UT rules, the in¬
structor must first confront the student about
the infraction. The instructor then must meet
with student and other faculty members to
discuss the incident.
If a student pleads guilty to the charge,
the instructor can impose a penalty on that
student — usually either a failing grade on
the assignment or in the class — and reports
the charge to the Office of the Dean of Stu¬
dents.
The Office of Student Judicial Services,
which is within the Dean of Students office,
decides whether or not to take further disci¬
plinary action.
Cases of extreme academic dishonesty
can result in either suspension or expulsion,
but those penalties are generally reserved
for second-time offenses, having another
person substitute in an exam, stealing a test
or falsifying an academic record.
When students do not accept the
charges against them, they can request a
hearing from the Office of Student Judicial
Services.
The accusations against some stu¬
dents are dropped at this level, but the in¬
tensity of the penalties against those who are
found guilty coincide with the degree to which
they cooperate with UT officials, Price said.
“I often tell students it’s not the mis¬
take that defines them, it’s the response to
that mistake,” Price said.
When students admit to dishonesty
without a lengthy investigation, it shows the
University that it will more likely be able to
trust those students in the future, Price said.
Students seeking advice about their
legal rights concerning charges of academic
dishonesty can visit the UT Office of the
Ombudsman.
While Brooke Grona, UT Ombudsman,
said she can’t act as an advocate for students
in these cases, she can explain to them how
to handle themselves in a hearing.

Quote of the week:
“Colonel, fair’s fair. If I nail Hot-Lips and punch Hawkeye, can I go home too?” Duke (Tom Skerrit) to Lt. Col. Henry Blake inM*A*S*H (the movie).

suit. The Press does currently offer the twotiered discount system.
“We look forward to a simplified price
(U-WIRE) STANFORD, Calif. - Book publish¬ system,” he said, adding that he expected a
ers, including many university presses, are decision to be soon on the issue.
Zotz said that, in general, college book¬
coming under fire for charging college book¬
stores more than other retailers for the same stores normally receive a 20 percent discount
off list price, while The Chronicle of Higher
books.
Last year the National Association of Education reported that other retailers may
College Stores, a non-profit trade association receive a discount as high as 45 percent.
Although the Stanford Bookstore does
with over 3,000 member stores - including
Stanford Bookstore - filed a lawsuit against have a large general-interest book section,
three publishers: Addison Wesley Longman, Mendelson explained that the store was un¬
Oxford University Press and Cambridge Uni¬ able to buy large quantities of specialized
books for its general section.
versity Press.
The presses typically allow a store to
At issue was the way publishers sell
their books to retailers. Publishers of spe¬ purchase only a few copies of a given book if
cialized, academic books often use a two- it wants to qualify for the larger discount.
“We can sell 10 in our store . .-. .We
tiered discount system based on the quan¬
were told, ‘That’s too many,’ [The bookbuyer]
tity ordered by a retailer.
College bookstores that order texts in would have to order four. It kept us from sell¬
great quantity, usually for classroom use, ing the books we wanted on our trade floor,”
receive one discount, while other, less spe¬ Mendelson said.
She said that the store would continue
cialized retail outlets are often eligible to
receive a higher discount for buying the same to carry a wide variety of academic books,
despite the lower profit margin that would
book in fewer quantities.
According to John Zotz, deputy direc¬ likely result.
She noted that many publishers have
tor of finance and operations for the non¬
profit Stanford University Press, university already eliminated the two-tiered discount
bookstores have built-in customers for spe¬ policy, and called it “a matter of time” before
cialized books because they are required for Cambridge relented.
Zotz warned students, saying, “no dis¬
courses.
For other bookstores, Zotz said “there count policy change hgs qver resulted in a
is no guarantee that [a specialized] book will discount price for consumers.”
Mendelson agreed, saying “It won’t
sell... the higher discount is to offset risk.”
“It’s not fair,” said Peggy Mendelson, change the price of textbooks.”
She expressed concern about the ef¬
president of the Stanford Bookstore, calling
the dispute a “major issue-” The Bookstore fect the ruling would have on the finances of
predominantly nonprofit academic presses.
is also run on a nonprofit basis.
“I think its going to hurt faculty and
Only the litigation against the Cam¬
bridge University Press is still pending. The • graduate students,” she speculated, explain¬
other two publishers have agreed to modify ing that fewer outlets for books would likely
their methods of discounting books and mean a smaller press run and a higher cost
settled out of court.
per book,
“We don’t even break even,” said Zotz.
Cambridge, one of the largest univer¬
sity presses in the world, maintains an of¬ “We barely survive as an entity.”
The Press does receive a subsidy from
fice on campus in exchange for distributing
books from Stanford University Press and the University, but is working to become selfsufficient, said Zotz.
other arrangements.
Nevertheless, he was optimistic that
Alan Harvey, manager of the office,
declined to comment on the lawsuit.
the outcome of the situation would be good
Zotz emphasized that the Stanford for both publishers and booksellers. Jerry
Press maintains its own pricing system and Buchs, director of public relations for the
is not directly affected by the lawsuit. But college stores association, said that the
Zotz did say Stanford Press was reviewing group will look at the settlements to date and
its discount policies in response to the law¬ deck: in December what action to take.
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Nationwide, medical school applications dropping
13 percent drop in applications over the past two years attributed to strong economy luring students to other fields
By ALYSSON R. FORD
Harvard Crimson (Harvard U.)
(U-WIRE) CAMBRIDGE, Mass. - The num¬
ber of applications to U.S. medical schools
has fallen for the second year in a row, the
Association of American Medical Colleges
(AAMC) announced last week.
Nationwide, the number of applica¬
tions to medical schools fell to 41,003 this
year from 43,020 in 1997—a decline of almost
5 percent. Last year, the AAMC reported a
drop of roughly 8 percent from the record
high of 46,968 set in 1996, an AAMC press
release said.
According to the Office of Career Ser¬
vices (OCS), the number of students apply¬
ing to medical school from Harvard is con¬
sistent with the national trend.
The number of Harvard-Radcliffe se¬
niors applying to medical school dropped 18
percent last year—falling from a high of 262
in 1996 to 214 in 1997. Alumni applicants also
fell from 249 in 1996 to 215 in 1997—a de¬
crease of 14 percent, according to an OCS
report on medical school admissions.
While the AAMC has not yet released
the figures from this year for individual
schools, OCS expects a similar decline.
Officials with the AAMC are uncertain

about the cause of the recent downturn,
which follows eight consecutive years of in¬
creasing medical school applicants.
“We have no clue really—no scientific
assessment as to why the drop is happen¬
ing,” said John E. Parker, manager of media
relations for the AAMC.
However, Parker suggested the last
two years might be part of a natural cycle
following the record number of applicants
from just a few years ago.
“There is always the natural ebb and
flow of people interested in pursuing careers
in medicine, and since we had been on such
a high for several years, it was probably only
a matter of time until there would be some
kind of dip,” he said.
Harvard pre-medical tutors agree that
the current downtrend may be part of a natu¬
ral cycle.
“The number of applicants relative to
the number of spots skyrocketed from 1991
to 1996,” said Jim A. Morrill ’92, a resident
pre-medical tutor in Leverett House.
“You could call [the decline] a correc¬
tion,” he said.
Medical school officials were quicker
to place the blame on the strong economy,
which they said is making careers in busi¬
ness more attractive.

“It seems that if we look back over the
last 20 or 30 years, there seems to be a di¬
rect correlation between applications going
down to professional schools when the
economy is very strong,” said M. Lynne
Wootton, director of admissions at the Yale
School of Medicine.
“I think that business opportunities
are more appealing [than medicine right
now] in terms of financial rewards and qual¬
ity of life,” agreed Bard J. Geesaman, chair
of the Quincy House pre-medical committee.
Increased economic rewards may also
encourage some students to temporarily put
off medical school, suggested Parker.
“When the job market is strong, there
is a tendency to not necessarily pursue pro¬
fessional careers right away,” he said.
House pre-med tutors emphasized that
more students are deciding to take time off
before attending medical school. “In the last
year, more students have been coming to me
for advice about how to spend one to two post
graduate years before applying to medical
school,” Michelson said. “I’m also hearing
more students taking a year or two after col¬
lege to work before applying.”
Seniors deciding to take time off be¬
fore applying to medical school said that they
wanted the chance to explore other fields and

make sure that they were serious about
medicine before committing themselves.
David D. Kuo, senior, a biology and
computer science concentrator who had
planned to attend medical school since jun¬
ior high school, is now planning to work while
he decides whether to he really wants to at¬
tend medical school.
“I decided that I wasn’t ready to go to
medical school right after graduation. I’ve
decided to go into the recruiting loop and
work for a couple of years, and then hope¬
fully I’ll be able to make a final decision af¬
ter that,” he said.
Kathrine D. Nash, senior, a pre-med
history and science concentrator, also de¬
cided not to apply this year to make sure that
she wants to enter medicine.
“I began questioning what I wanted to
devote the rest of my life to and I wasn’t one
hundred percent sure it was medicine. It’s a
big time commitment, it’s abig financial com¬
mitment, [and] I’m going to take some time
off before decided whether I want to go for
sure,” she said.
Other factors cited in the AAMC press
release include the perceived impact of man¬
aged care and the loss of physician autonomy,
as well as the continued impact of affirma¬
tive action rollbacks.

Vassar students suing for right to register to vote in local elections
By BEN SILVERBUSH
The Miscellany News (Vassar College)
(U-WIRE) POUGHKEEPSIE, N.Y. - A lawsuit
has been filed on behalf of two Vassar stu¬
dents whose voter registration was rejected
by the Dutchess County Board of Elections.
Although those involved hoped for a
precedent ruling that would establish the
right for Vassar students to vote in Dutchess
County, a more conservative ruling allowing
Matt Wilson ’99 and Asaf Orr ’02 to vote in
the upcoming election was expected.
Attorney-at-Law Thomas Halley has
volunteered to represent the two students
pro-bonb. The only fee required is a clerk fee
of $245, which was paid out of VSA discre¬
tionary funds.
“I think that it is the student
government’s role to defend students when
they are getting a raw deal,” said VSA Presi¬
dent Evan Greenstein ’99.
The right of Vassar students to vote
locally has been under contention for a num¬

ber of years. The lawsuit seeks to more firmly
establish voting rights for Vassar students
registering to vote in Dutchess County.
After they filled out a questionnaire
about their residency in Poughkeepsie, sev¬
eral students who attempted to register to
vote in Dutchess County received a letter
rejecting their voter registration.
The questionnaire was a supplemen¬
tal form that asked questions ranging from
where one’s primary permanent fixed ad¬
dress is to what belongings students had
stored in another place to whether or not the
student had a bank account.
According to section 5-102 of the New
York State Constitution, one becomes a resi¬
dent of an area after a stay of 30 days.
Democratic Election Commissioner of
the Dutchess County Board of Elections Bill
Egan said, “I think [students] are being
turned down [because they are] saying that
this is their permanent home,” he said.
“Under election law [residency is] a
question of intent rather than appearance. I

feel that [a students’] parent’s house is more
temporary [a residence] than [his or her]
college,” said Halley.
“Obviously [the Vassar students] are
significantly more permanent residents than
people who live in Poughkeepsie for less than
four years. I think most of the people who
vote from the College see Poughkeepsie as
meir home and are involved in the commu¬
nity,” said Political Science Majors Commit¬
tee Chair Benjamin Markus ’00.
At a conference in the Gold Parlor on
October 15 that Halley held with students
who had received rejection letters, he chose
the cases of Wilson and Orr to base his ar¬
gument for the right of all Vassar students
to vote in Dutchess County. Halley said that
he saw Wilson’s case as very strong and
Orr’s as a typical one.
“In my particular instance my family
lives in Maryland, but I spend most of my time
[in Poughkeepsie]. I got a driver’s license that
makes me recognized by the DMV as a legal
resident [in Dutchess County] so my being
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denied the right to vote is ludicrous. I have
no other county to vote in,” said Wilson.
A press conference was scheduled by
Halley and College Democrats President
Stephanie Bosco ’99 and took place on
Wednesday Oct. 28.
“I’m here on behalf of all Vassar stu¬
dents,” said Greenstein at the conference.
"We’re here to make sure that Vassar stu¬
dents have the right to vote regardless of
their political affiliations.”
State Assembly Candidate for the 96th
district Judy Green ’72 also attended the con¬
ference.
“You’re being disenfranchised; you’re
being discriminated against, and it is against
the law,” she said.
“I don’t think it will have an effect on
the court case, but I do hope that the board
of elections will realize they face a large op¬
position if they decide to challenge our right
to vote,” said Co-Chair of the SAU Matthew
Kavanagh ’01.
“The political climate of Dutchess
County is primarily Republican. The Board
of Elections knows that [the students] at
Vassar can have an impact [by casting mostly
democratic votes] and the [Board of Elec¬
tions] fears us,” said Markus.
In 1995, there was an incident in which
several students were turned away from the
voting booths over the issue of their resi¬
dency in Poughkeepsie. The students took
their ease to the on-duty Judge Judith Hillery
later that day, and she ruled in their favor,
allowing them to vote.
“The problem was that this was a spe¬
cific ruling for that day, so it doesn’t carry
the weight of precedence; [therefore], there’s
no precedent that we are allowed to vote,”
said Kavanaugh.
Other area college students, including
Marist and Bard students, have also received
questionnaires and rejection letters, accord¬
ing to Greenstein.
There are two commissioners on the
Board of Elections for Dutchess County, one
of which is Egan. The other is Republican
Election Commissioner Bill Paroli. Egan sup¬
ports the right of Vassar students to vote,
whereas Paroli is against it. The election law
states that when situations like this of a split
vote occurs the answer is “no.”
Paroli was unavailable for comment.
Halley said that he believes that Vassar’s
case is one that students have typically won
in the past and one that should win.
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New name for the New Academic Building: Pettingill Hall
By MATTHEW EPSTEIN
News Editor

Pettingill hall under construction.

Andrew Wheeler photo

From Page 1

Brahnam
Along with “Ella Knowles: A Dangerous
Woman,” the three documentaries were
broadcast on Maine Public Television.Debaters coached by Branham regu¬
larly distinguished themselves and their col¬
lege, in national and international competi¬
tion. “Bob poached,his,debaters not simply
to compete effectively, but.'to, be principled
advocates,, taking positions we could commit
to and defend,” said attorney Paul E.
Rosenthal, a 1985 Bates graduate who twice
earned trips to the National Debate Tourna¬
ment and who later served as Branham’s
assistant. “Bob brought his own great in¬
tegrity to bear in argument, and taught us to
do the same.”
Continued Rosenthal in the section of

Stanton’s Elm about Branham: “He teaches,
bccaisonally byword and always by example,
that the most gifted advocates are the those
who have something to say... He believes
that ideas manor and that adyocaliug them
carries personal and political conse¬
quences,” v;' *
“He’s, the reason 1 applied to Bates,
he’s the'reason I stayed at Bates, arid lie's
the reason that I came back,’’said Eric Fuchs,
who graduated in 1992 and returned to serve
as the Assistant Debate Coach.
“He could not only demonstrate that
he had what seemed to be all the answers,
but he could also draw that knowledge out
of everyone around him.” added Mark
Boudreau ‘99, President of the Brooks

BA sends thank you notes,
remebers Branham
By MATTHEW EPSTEIN
News Editor
CHASE HALL - With some members
fed up with an increasing stream of “thank
you” resolutions, the Representative Assem¬
bly briefly considered altering the way it
handles such largely ceremonial matters on
Monday before adjourning for the week.
RA member Ewan Wolff ’01 asked that
the body consider handling resolutions that
thanked individuals and offices for something
that they have recently done be voted on dur¬
ing the discussion meeting that take place
on alternating weeks, rather then the legis¬
lative meetings, which are prone to backlogs
of unaddressed business.
“I fear that this body will become one
which is perceived as given to flattery and
pandering... are we remaining serious, or are
we just going to come in here and thank
people all the time and bow and curtsy? I’m
not interested in doing that... I come in here
every day and I want to raise my hand and
give a personal privilege and leave, because
I’m not getting anything done,” said Wolff.
Although others agreed with Wolff’s
statement that “I think that the proliferation
of thanking resolutions is wasting my time,”
his proposal to keep them from coming up
during legislative sessions was indefinitely
postponed by the body. With the resolution

now “on the table,” a majority vote would be
required before it could even be reconsid¬
ered.
This week the RA thanked the print¬
ing office for its help with the RA Times, and
the Art Museum for an exhibition that it re¬
cently put on.
Last week there were five thank you
resolutions.
Also passed this week was a “Bill to
Build a Better Resolution,” which mandates
standards for the presentation of thank you
resolutions, trying to make them more mean¬
ingful. They will now be sent to the appli¬
cable party on official RA letterhead.
The concern of Wolff and others was
that, while generally the resolutions are war¬
ranted, they take up valuable time, and are
being used when a thank you note from an
individual RA member would probably suf¬
fice.
In other business, the RA held a mo¬
ment of silence in honor of professor Robert
Branham, who died last week.
Two committees were also dealt with.
The Budget Committee’s new officers were
seated, and a committee was created to in¬
vestigate whether or not the college needs
to add more security call boxes to the cam¬
pus.
The next RA meeting will be this Mon¬
day at 7 in Skelton Lounge.

Quimby Debate Council.
Born in Bremerton, Washington, and
raised in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma,
Branham pnterml Dhrtfnputh College in 1970 ‘
arid graduatecl cumlaude three jmai^Mer.
Hqwa/samembCr of the Dartihbptii Varsity
1 deba'teieafri and. servecf as president of the
Dartmouth "Forensic Union. He earned'his
master’s degree tfditr theilniVerSify of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill. In 1974, at just 21
years of age, Branham was appointed on in¬
structor in the theater and speech departs
ment at Bates (now theater and rhetoric) and
director of the debate program. Branham
received his doctoral degree at the Univer¬
sity of Massachusetts. He rose through the
academic ranks at Bates, becoming a full
professor in 1989.
He is survived by his wife, E Celeste
Branham of Lewiston, with whom he would
have celebrated their 26th wedding anniver¬
sary on Dec. 16; son, Noah, at home; his
mother, Gloria Branham of Farmingdale; and
his mother-in-law, Priscilla R. Saucier of
Lewiston. He was predeceased by his father,
Ralph Lamar Branham, in July 1971,
A memorial service will be held on Nov.
15 at 1 p.m. in the Bates College Chapel. In
lieu of flowers, the family has asked that do¬
nations be sent to either the Robert J.
Branham Memorial Fund at Bates College,
Lewiston, Maine 04240, or to the Crohn’s and
Colitis Foundation of America Inc., 386 Park
Ave. South, New York, N.Y. 100168804, in
Branham’s name.

The New Academic Building, as it has
been called for the past year and a half on
the Bates campus, is no more.
It is now the Frederick B. and Ursula
P. Pettingill Hall.
According to Vicky Devlin, Vice Presi¬
dent for Development and Alumni Affairs,
Ursula Pettingill donated $5 million to name
the hall after her late husband, Frederick B.
(Pat) Pettingill, class Of 1931.
“She had given previously one of the
wings of the building. She increased her gift,
so that it is $5 million gift now, and that
means that we have a donor whose name is
going to be on the building.”
Continued Devlin: “[Frederick
Pettingill] was very very active in the life of
the college, in fact, some people refer to him
as ‘Mr. Bates.’”.
■“[Pettingill Hall] will bring together
faculty in. the social sciences and related .in¬
terdisciplinary faculty programs, fostering
greater interaction among students arid their
professors and invigorating the faculty’s al¬
ready lively interdisciplinary scholarship and
teaching,” reads the college’s brochure on
the building.
The building will open in 1999.
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Variety, recyclable napkins
distinguish Bates dining
By SAMEER RAJ MASKEY
Staff Writer

Over October break, I missed the food
at Bates. I was far from Chase Hall eating
instead with my friends in their colleges and
universities. After having an opportunity to
eat in the dining halls of four different
schools, I came to the conclusion that food
at Bates is indeed better than the food at all
my friends’ schools. I said to my friend, chew¬
ing a roasted chicken, “Your food is
good....but I think my college offers better
food.” By saying ‘better food’ I don’t mean
that it is the best out of all the schools in this
country. I have heard about places where
food is just incredible. The comparison is just
with four typical top schools of the United
State (including an Ivy League school) and
this comparison made me convinced to say
this statement.
Variety is one of the strong points of
Bates’s food. At one of my friends’ colleges,
food was really tasty but he told me that the
food items never change. Surely, if we have
to eat the same thing again and again then
we will get fed up. The case is different here.
The selection of food changes thus making
the food appealing to try after an interval of
time. The fact that variety exists no longer
becomes true when someone arrives late in
the dining hall. There are few people who
have such tight schedules that they can’t
make it out to Commons before 2 p.m. Get¬
ting a ton of work done, the hungry student
has to satisfy himself with few sandwiches
and burgers. And vegetarians’ choices get

narrowed so much that they don’t have to
think what to eat. What is offered at that time
is their only choice.
Let’s keep aside food and talk about
the point, which makes the dining at Bates
clearly distinct. It is recyclable napkins.
When I finished eating in my friends’ colleges
and lined up to place the tray on the roller, I
couldn’t find the basket where I can throw
my napkins. After looking at how others
acted, I realized that I didn’t need to sepa¬
rate napkins in a certain trash box because
they are never recycled. When I told my
friends that all napkins in our college are one
hundred percent recycled, I could see the
strange look of amazement in their eyes with
a mixture of anger. I really felt proud about
the napkin policy of Bates. It is praisewor¬
thy.
At one of the dinners at my friend’s
college, as usual, I picked up the tray and
searched for napkins like at Bates but I
couldn’t find any nearby. I became pretty
nervous. When I walked with the tray to the
table, I found the napkins neatly placed on
the tables. Amazing! They didn’t have to
carry the napkins. They could just pull out
the necessary number of napkins from the
table. When I saw this, I noticed that nap¬
kins are not wasted, because no one had to
guess the number of napkins they might need
at the end of their meal. It made the mini¬
mum number of napkins to be in use. I think
placing napkins on the table can be a good
idea to save many wasted napkins.
It is true that having only one dining
hall can be helpful to know more people liv-

t ,s > s N
A Bates student tries one of the meals in Commons.

ingin the college, but usually everyone tends
to forget this fact, when the dining hall gets
really crowded. Sometimes in the peak hours
like 5 to 7 p.m., the dining hall gets so
crowded that we have to ask others if we
could sit beside them to have our dinner, even
though they are complete strangers. It is true
that we would get to know the new people in
this way but dinner gets awkward. At all the
colleges I visited there was more than one
dining hall. My friends say that having one

plenty of fluids, Tylenol or Advil for fever and
aches, decongestants, and cough syrup. As¬
pirin is not recommended. Because the flu’s
causative agent is a virus, antibiotics are not
used as treatment except in the event of com¬
plications. Anyone with difficulty breathing,
severe cough or sore throat, severe head¬
ache, sinus pain, skin rash, or persistent high
fever should seek medical care.
To protect yourself against the flu this
year, consider getting a flu shot. Since dif¬
ferent flu strains are identified each year, flu
shots are given annually.
The vaccine provides protection for
less than a year and should be administered
in late October or November. It takes two
weeks to develop antibodies after receiving
the shot.
The flu vaccine is strongly recom¬
mended for students with any chronic ill¬
nesses, especially those that affect the heart
or lungs (i.e. Asthma). The most common
side effect of the flu vaccine is tenderness at
the injection site. The vaccine does not cause
the flu. People who are allergic to eggs should
not get the vaccine.
The Bates Health center is offering a flu
vaccine clinic for students from 4-8 p.m. Nov.
9, at the Health Center. The shots are seven
dollars and can be billed to your account.

dining hall is better because we get all the
variety in one place. This is also true. I think
it is a question of preference to have one or
more dining halls.
Judging from my experiences at these
other colleges, I would say food at Bates is
good but it can be better. In forthcoming days,
if small problems of schedules and space of
crowded dining hall are taken care of then
everyone would be happy to say that food is
good and it is improving to the best.
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Flu vaccine clinic for students
Do memories of fever, body aches, fa¬
tigue, coughing, and school work piling up,
strike fear in you as winter flu season ap¬
proaches? Feel helpless in a sea of viruses?
In November, the Bates Health Center will
offer two flu shot clinics to students.
The flu, or influenza, is a viral infection
affecting the respiratory tract. The virus
changes over time and each year a new strain
of the flu virus circulates and causes typical
flu symptoms. The virus spreads during the
winter months and can cause symptoms for
up to 7 -10 days.
The virus, spread primarily through the
air, can wreak havoc on people living in close
proximity. Droplets of the virus can hang in
the air when an individual infected with the
flu coughs or sneezes. Others can “catch”
the flu by breathingin those droplets. Touch¬
ing objects such as doorknobs just handled
by someone who has coughed or sneezed
before touching your eyes, nose, or mouth,
is another way influenza is spread. Frequent
hand washing is always a good way to pre¬
vent the spread of colds and flu.
Once the flu virus settles in the respira¬
tory tract (nose, throat, or airways) it invades
cells there and quickly reproduces itself.
Typically, signs and symptoms are similar to,
but more severe than cold symptoms. Fever
(101 -102 degrees), muscle aches, fatigue,
lack of energy, nasal congestion, and cough
are usually present.
Treatment of influenza involves, rest,

Andrew Wheeler photo.
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Production of Neil Simon’s
“Chapter Two” a success
to people,” he said. “It was a quality script
and a quality cast whose on-stage chemistry
and energy really fed into the audience.”
Adler had been preparing for this play
A writer struggles to cope with the re¬
since
last
spring. He chose the comic drama
cent death of his wife. His matchmaking
brother sets him up with a lively actress. In because he believed Neil Simon’s reputation
Neil Simon’s play, “Chapter Two,” directed as a Pulitzer Prize and Tony winner would
by Jonathan Adler ’00, George Schneider and appeal to a number of people. He also chose
Jennie Malone attempt to overcome their one of Simon’s play because they are both
memories of the past and embrace an excit¬ funny and serious; you laugh at the charac¬
ters but at the same time
ing new romance.
^■■■■■■■■■■■■gain real insight into
“Chapter Two,”1
their personalities.
based in part on
The four actors,
Simon’s life, was per¬
chosen
from auditions
formed in October dur¬
held during short term,
ing Back to Bates
received their scripts
weekend. A Robinson
over the summer.
Players production, it
Adler said that,
featured
John
as a director, he is
Stockwell Payne ’01 as
process-oriented, con¬
George Schneider, John
cerned with preparing
Ambrosino ’01 as
for the performance, not
George’s brother Leo
focused solely on the fi¬
Schneider,
Emily
nal product. Because
Pritchard ’00 as Jennie
most
of the cast mem¬
Malone, and Julie
bers had not previously
Shadford ’01 as Faye
known each other, Adler
Medwick, Jennie’s viva¬
sought to build a level of
cious best friend.
trust
and comfort
I saw the play on
Jon Adler ’00
_among them, mainly
Friday night, October,.
through improv exer¬
16th, and was im¬
cises
and
discussions
about cast dynamics
pressed with the performances given by the
The cast members not only had to pre¬
actors. They were all convincing in their
roles, keepingthe audience laughing at their pare for the play by mastering the script, but
they also had to do much of the technical
antics while lamenting their troubles.
John Payne and Emily Pritchard were work. Because the Robinson Players is a
especially mesmerizing in their perfor¬ student-run theater group, it is independent
mances; both captured the spirits of their of the theater department. The cast mostly
characters in portraying the emotions and had to rely on themselves- they were given
upheavals accompanying their whirlwind only the theater, lights, and wood. On just a
$500 budget, they built and painted the sets.
romance.
Adler noted that in general, campus
The audience certainly responded well
to the performance- many characterized it support for theater is good. Charging admis¬
as one of the best plays they had seen at sion does hurt the audience but given the
Bates. Although the audience was not as big funding, it is needed to do the plays. As Adler,
as he would have liked, director Jon Adler who hopes to direct another play next year,
felt that the reception from those who did said, “Audiences are generally good and en¬
come was overwhelming. “The play really got thusiastic and that is what’s important.”
By JENNIFER GIBLIN

Style Editor

“The play really
got to people.
It was a quality
script and a
quality cast whose
on-stage chemistry
and energy really
fed into the
audience. ”

Julie Shadford and John Ambrosino rehearse for “Chapter Two.

Jon Adler photo.

New eourse to create community
based theater in Lewiston area
By ALFONSO GARCIA BAILO

Staff Writer
This semester, the Bates Theater De¬
partment offered a class named “Creating
Community Based Theater.” The goal of that
class was to create a theater for youngpeople
in Lewiston. The class is structured like a
workshop, with students sharing their ideas
trying to take the right steps along the pro¬
cess. The students have the responsibility of
accomplishing tasks such as talking to
people who might be interested in the cre¬
ation of the new theater, letting them know
about it, and doing some research for the¬
ater plays or theater games. This project is
funded collaboratively by Bates College, Kids
Plus and LA Arts. Kids Plus is a grant that
promotes involving Bates students in provid¬
ing opportunities for young people.

Next semester the Bates theater de¬
partment will offer the second part of that
class under the name of “Creating Commu¬
nity Based Theater II.” There will be two
separate sections, one of them meeting on
Tuesdays and Thursdays from 3 pm to 6 pm,
and the other one meeting on Mondays and
Wednesdays also from 3 pm to 6 pm. The
enrollment of this class will be unlimited and
the two sections will meet at one site in down¬
town Lewiston. This class, theater 365c, can
be found in the class schedule for Winter Se¬
mester. It will be taught by Carolyn Gage.
“Creating Community Based Theater
II” will be a continuation of the work and
progress that its preceding class has covered
so far. During this semester, the students at¬
tending the “Creating Community Based
Theater” class have been studying both the
different possible site locations of the the¬

ater and how to interest Lewiston people in
attending the theater meetings, especially
Lewiston youth between the fifth grade and
twelfth grade. Students have also talked to
drama teachers from schools such as
Lewiston High School, Lewiston Middle
School, and Edward Little High School.
Classes are often visited by profession¬
als who are helping in the creation of the the¬
ater in some sort of way. Not too long ago, a
professional designer (who is helping with
the creation of a flyer that will go to Lewiston
to advertise the theater club) attended one
of the classes. She listened to the student’s
ideas about how to design the flyer that
would introduce the new theater to the
people in Lewiston and how to name the the¬
ater. However, these professionals limit them¬
selves to accomplishing what students de¬
cide. Everything they do has been previously

decided by the students.
The classes have a friendly atmosphere,
where everybody gets to express his or her
opinion about the decisions made by the
class. These topics might be how to name it,
where to locate it so that it is accessible for
everybody, how to advertise it so that people
know it exists, and more importantly, howto
make people, such as sports-oriented high
school students, interested in joiningthe the¬
ater.

Sports THE CENTER SECTION
We got Ass!

By PAUL ZINN
Ryan Jarvis ’00 scored on a 37-yard
touchdown run on Bates’s first possession
of the second half and the Bobcats never
looked back, moving on to a 13-7 win over
Colby, putting in motion a 30-minute celebra¬
tion on Garcelon Field involving both the
players and the student body. The win gave
Bates its first victory of the season and put
them in the driver’s seat of the CBB champi¬
onships, which continue this week when the
Bobcats travel to Bowdoin. If the Bobcats
are victorious in Brunswick this Saturday,
they will win the CBB championships out¬
right for the first time since 1986.
The Bates defense provided a huge lift
for the entire team. They were able to stop
Colby’s air and ground game, not allowing
any Colby runningback to rush for more than
70 yards and holding Nathan Bradley to 115
yards passing. The Bobcat defense looked
flat when the White Mules took the ball 54
yards on their first possession. The drive
was capped off when Don Gage ’99 carried
the ball 8 yards up the middle for the Colby
score. However, after this drive, the Bobcat
defense did not yield another point the rest
of the day. Coach Harriman said, “We settled
down and played the way we are capable of
playing.” On top of that they forced three

turnovers, two of which were very important.
Colby was in good field position at midfield
and was looking to extend their lead midway
through the first quarter when Frost
Hubbard ’00 forced a fumble which was later
recovered by Vinny Billante ’00. The other
was a crucial interception by Jason Silva ’00
with Colby driving in the fourth quarter.
The Bobcats went 3 and out after the
fumble recovery, and then both teams settled
down into a field position type game. Both
teams were able to move the ball but neither
could make its way into the other’s red zone
and come up with a score. The Bates offense
got an emotional lift from the defense when
Anthony Konieczny ’99 tackled Thomas
Keblin for a five yard loss on a fourth and 5
play. The offense took over at midfield and
began to move the ball. After Bates was
pushed back by an offensive pass interfer¬
ence call, Matt Bazirgan ’00, who threw for
139 yards with one interception, found Paul
Fantasia ’00 on 3rd and 21 for a 31-yard pass
completion and a first down. Then, on a 2nd
and 7 play Ryan Jarvis had a 14-yard carry,
planting the ball on the Colby 13 yard line.
This is where the offense would halt, picking
up only 5 yards on the next 3 plays, but not
before Rejean Guerriero ’01 kicked a 25-yard
field goal through the uprights to put the
Bobcats on the board, with 2:39 left in the
half. The two teams exchanged interceptions

Ube Stated JStniiettt

Erin Mullin photo.

The Bobcats chase down their hoofed quarry at Garcelon Field last weekend.

Staff Writer
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right before the half. Colby had the ball in
Bobcat territory but could not score because
Bates forced an interception of their own.
The field goal, late in the second quar¬
ter, seemed to spark the Bobcat offense be¬
cause they came out firing on all cylinders
on their first possession of the second half.
The drive started on the Bobcat 42 and after
two runs by Jarvis and one pass from
Bazirgan to Jason Coulie ’00, the Bobcats had
their first and only touchdown of the day The
big play was the 37-yard run by Jarvis which
gave the Bobcats a 9-7 lead. Jarvis said, “It
was an isolation play in which the fullback
leads through the hole on the left side of the
formation to block the linebacker. I broke to
the outside, found some daylight, and broke
into the open field.” After an unsportsman¬
like call on Jarvis, Guerriero was forced to
hit a 35-yard extra point, which he did, giv¬
ing the Bobcats a 10-7 lead. After the touch¬
down, the Bobcat defense took control of the
game, forcing Colby to punt on its next three
possessions. The third punt was the final
play of the 3rd quarter and the game headed
to crunch time with the Bobcats in front, 107.
Bates went 3 and out on its first pos¬
session of the fourth quarter and the game
headed for one of its most critical posses¬
sions. Colby started the drive with excellent
field position at their own 40 yard line. After

5 plays the White Mules had moved the ball
to the Bates 30 yard line, and a Colby score
was beginning to look more and more prob¬
able. But then, two plays later, with an im¬
portant 3rd down on the Bates 26 yard line,
Nathan Bradley’s pass was picked off by Ja¬
son Silva. The Bobcat defense had bent, but
it had not broken. On the first play from
scrimmage, Matt Bazirgan completed a 32yard pass to Jason Coulie, and suddenly, the
Bobcats had the ball at midfield.
The drive continued deep into Colby
territory and Bates was able to chew up much
of the fourth quarter clock. Matt Bazirgan
led the team down the field, throwing for
three first downs and running for one more
on an important 3rd and 9. He was also able
to complete a 17-yard pass to Ryan Jarvis,
bringing the Bobcats into field goal range at
the Colby 20 yard line. One play later, he
completed a 16-yarder to Jason Coulie in the
far corner (from the home stands) putting
the ball inside the Colby 5. The Colby de¬
fense stopped the Bobcats there, and after
an illegal procedure penalty, and a 3 yard loss
on a short pass, Rejean Guerriero was called
upon to hit another important field goal. He
did and Bates had a 13-7 lead with 5:00 re¬
maining at Garcelon.
continued on page 10
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View from the cheap seats
By DAVE RICHTER

Staff Writer
I had an article all planned out for this
issue. It was a three-thousand-word detailed
account chronicling the magnificent career
of Legendary Tight End T.J. Lepore ’01. This
was Pulitzer Prize-winning stuff, but the foot¬
ball team had to go and do something news¬
worthy. So I guess I’ll have to say something
about them instead. For those of you who
didn’t watch I gotta wonder where your pri¬
orities are. This game against Colby was one
hell of a football game. I truly have to say
this was the best I’ve ever seen this team play.
It is my understanding that the game balls
went to Ryan Jarvis ’00, Rejean Guerriero
’01, and the defense as a whole. I may have
also included the offensive line in that list as
they did a great job in holding off a very ag¬
gressive pass rush. Still, this was a team ef¬
fort if I ever saw one. Other than Jarvis and
Guerriero nobody had a game that was much
above their personal average. Nobody on the
defense had more than ten tackles, no re¬
ceiver had more than seventy yards, and
quarterback Matt Bazirgan ’00 had a good
game, but not one that he would consider his
best performance ever. This team won oh
Saturday because everybody played well,
played hard, and played for all sixty minutes
of the game. While that is true I still think
some of the individual performances need to
be recognized. Ryan Jarvis was spectacular
last week rushing for 137 yards on 24 car¬
ries. The highlight of the day was his 37-yard
touchdown run which put Bates ahead early
in the second half. The play concluded with
Jarvis dropping the ball on the ground which
must have offended the refs in some way as
they were quick to throw a flag for obsessive
celebration. My theory is that Jarvis must
have said something nasty about the ref’s

mother or something because I can’t imag¬
ine what was wrong with what anybody did
after that play. Fortunately, the penalty didn’t
matter as Rej Guerriero made the extra point
anyway, despite being ten yards further back.
Seldom do kickers receive or deserve the
game ball, but in this case I think Guerriero
was a big enough factor that you give it to
him. He scored seven points, and Bates only
won by six. Using our $120,000 educations
would allow us to realize that if he missed
all of his kicks then Bates loses that football
game. These weren’t all chip shots either like
the one missed last year by the kicker at a
certain school that shall remain nameless.
The one part of this game where Bates sim¬
ply looked the best all year had to have been
on defense. The secondary, after a slow start
played the best I’ve ever seen them play all
season, and the usual strong performances
were turned in by linebackers Frost Hubbard
’00 and Bob Rosenthal ’01. What I found most
impressive however were how other players
who don’t get as much attention stepped up
real big. Senior captain Jeff Konieczny had
a number of tackles including one that
stopped a sure touchdown, which may have
saved the game for Bates. Jason Silva ’00 also
came up big, intercepting a pass to stop a
Colby drive that looked like it might end in a
score. It was big plays like these that won
the game for the Bobcats more than anything
else. Of course there were also the usual solid
games on offense as well by Bazirgan, Jason
Coulie ’00, Paul Fantasia ’00, and Brian
Mulready ’02. It was the fact that nobody re¬
ally had a bad game that made the difference.
I wrote before that Bates football players
could be identified as the guys with limps,
but in the past few days the team was more
easily identified as the guys with permanent
smiles on their faces. Hopefully the next two
games will give them more to be happy about.

The final issue of
The Bates Student
this semester
will be published
Nov. 13.

Write for
The Bates Student.
Our next meeting
will be held
at 8:15 p.m.
this Sunday,
in 224 Chase Hall
Field hockey finishes solid
season with first ever ECAC
tournament berth
tear, winning seven of the last ten games of
the regular season. The last came at the ex¬
pense of Colby in a thrilling matchup.
The Bobcats and Mules ended the first
The season has come to a close for the
suprising Women’s Field Hockey team (7-8). two stanzas of play with a 2-2 tie, with the
The Bobcats earned their first ever trip to Bates goals coming from Kate Orellana ’00
and Sarah McGrath
the ECAC tourna¬
’01 in the second
ment following a dra¬
stanza. Two score¬
matic triple overtime
less overtime peri¬
victory over the
ods followed, lead¬
White Mules of Colby
ing to a penalty shot
last weekend. Their
decision in which
first ECAC match-up
Bates took a 2-1 ad¬
was no pushover in
vantage to secure
that they were pitted
the victory. Bobcat
against the power¬
goalie Peggy Ficks
house Springfield
’01 made sixteen
club, The Pride (19saves in the dra¬
4).
matic win.
The Bobcats,
“We really hung
seeded seventh in the
in there under con¬
tournament, battled
stant
pressure
the second seeded
through double and
Pride to a scoreless
then triple OT,” said
tie through the first
Wendy Zimmerman
stanza of play before
’99. “We have a his¬
the
Springfield
tory of not finishing
women broke the
Wendy Zimmerman ’99
well, but this game
game open with five
showed that we have
second stanza goals,
finally learned to
four coming in a five minute span. The im¬
pressive season of the Bates Field Hockey stick to the win. It may have taken us the
team was the first for coach Wynn Hohlt. Of entire season to get to that point, but we did
the Bobcats’ eight losses this season, seven it.”
came at the hands of teams ranked amongst
the top 25 in the nation.
After dropping the first four games of
the season, the field hockey team went on a
By SHAWN P. O’LEARY

Editor-in-Chief

“We have a history of
not finishing well,
hut this game
showed that we have
finally learned to
stick to the win. It
may have taken us
the entire season to
get to that point, hut
we did it. ”
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From page 8

Football takes the booty
Is the BBC next?
continued, from page 8

On Colby’s next possession, after a tant than the interception by Jason Silva.
five-yard completion to Chris Sheehan,
“Basically I just did my job, stayed in
Nathan Bradley threw two incomplete my zone, and the quarterback threw it right
passes, bringing up a 4th and 5 for Colby from at me,” said Silva. “I was in the right place
their 46 yard line. However, once again, on at the right time. The quarterback was try¬
fourth down, Bradley could not connect with ing to hit a receiver running behind me, but
his intended receiver. The teams then traded he didn’t put enough air under it and all I
3 and outs and when Bates went 3 and out had to do was jump up and grab it. Our of¬
again, Colby had the ball back at their own fense did a great job of capitalizing on the
29 yard line with 9 sec¬
turnover and putting
onds remaining. As the
points on the board. It
student body made
was an all-around team
their way on to the
effort and that’s what
track, Bradley threw
allowed us to come out
two more incomplete
on top.”
passes, the last of
R e j e a n
which sailed out of
Guerriero was the hero
bounds, giving the Bob¬
on special teams, hit¬
cats a much-needed 13ting two field goals and
7 victory as students
one extra point. On the
charged on to the field
win Coach Harriman
to celebrate with the
said, “It is important for
Jason Silva ’00
team.
the program but more
Overall, the of¬
important for the play¬
fense got the job done
ers because they now
by putting enough
know what it feels like
points on the board to put one in the win the to play to win.” The win gives the Bobcats a
column. Matt Bazirgan did a good job hook- 1-5 record while Colby fell to 2-4. This sets
ingup with his receivers, and he showed fear¬ up a very interesting matchup this weekend
less runningwhen pushed out of the pocket. when Bates travels to Brunswick to meet the
Ryan Jarvis continued to add to a stellar sea¬ 3-3 Bowdoin Polar Bears. A win will give
son with another 100-plus yard performance. Bates its first outright CBB championship
The defense gave an excellent performance, since 1986. So if you can find a ride this
giving up no points to Colby after their first weekend, which shouldn’t be too hard, make
possession. One of the most impoi tant things the trip to Bowdoin and support these fight¬
the defense did was come up with big plays ing Bobcats.
went it most needed them, none more impor¬

“It was an allaround team effort
and that's what
allowed us to come
out on top.y>

“Is somebuddy ’round here callin’ me an ass?”

’catscratches
By CAM DONALDSON

Sports Editor
Last weekend, after being tamed

by the Mule (8-4-1) and relinquish¬
ing the CBB title for the first time
since 1985, the mood on the
Women’s Soccer team (8-7) was
grim. The prospect of playing
Middlebury (6-7-2) on Wednesday
in the opening round of the ECAC
Tournament was not particularly
appealing given that Bates suf¬
fered their worst loss of the sea¬
son at the hands of the Panthers,
a 5-0 drubbing in which the oppos¬
ing goalkeeper could have been
operating a full-service refresh¬
ments stand and still picked up the
shutout. Perhaps a bit lulled by
their previous meeting with the
‘Cats, Middlebury was slow to rile
this time and paid dearly, losing to
the host by a 2-1 score. Hot dog,
anyone? Bates got on the board
first in the 66th minute, with firstyear forward Amanda Waterhouse
barreling through the middle and
converting a pass from Jolene
Thurston ’00. The Bobcats struck
again just eight minutes later on a
perfectly executed play off a long
throw-in by Colleen McCrave ’99.
Junior forward Kate O’Malley
headed the ball past a defender

and directed it toward the far post
for a sliding Jo-Ellen Rowley ’02,
who drove the ball past the diving
Middlebury goalie. Middlebury
struck home with four minutes re¬
maining, but senior goalkeeper
Susie Arnold (13 saves) came up
big to stymie several Panther
rushes in the closing minutes and
chalk up the win for Bates. The
Bobcats, seeded No. 3 in the tour¬
nament, will test their goal-scor¬
ing mettle against No. 2-seeded
Wheaton this Saturday at Babson
in the ECAC semifinals...Women’s
Volleyball (21-10) captured their
second tournament win of the sea¬
son last weekend, snaring the
state title for the first time since
1993. They cruised past UMF and
Bowdoin in the preliminary
rounds, shutting both teams out,
and then beat Colby for the fourth
time this season without batting an
eyelash. All-Staters Amanda Colby
’00 and Kate Hagstrom ’01, who
recently broke her own season
record for service aces, were in¬
strumental in the 3-1 mauling of
the Mule...Men’s Cross Country
soared to a third-place finish at
NESCAC’s last weekend. With 93
points, they put on an excellent
show, but couldn’t catch up to
Tufts (63 points) or Williams (30

points). Matt Twiest ’00 slashed
more than 1:30 off his time from
last year to finish fourth and pick
up his third straight All-NESCAC
honor. Mike Danahy ’00 crossed
the line three seconds after his
teammate to seal up a fifth-place
finish and a 1:10 improvement over
last year. Other top point-getters
for Bates were Steve Dutton ’00
(26th), John McGrath ’00 (28th)
and John Cullinan ’99 (39th). Bates
gets another shot at nationally
ranked Tufts (No. 14) and Williams
(No. 3) this weekend at
ECAC’s...AdeliaMyi'ick ’99 became
the first Bates woman to earn AllNESCAC honors for all four of her
years as a Bobcat, leading
Women’s Cross Country with a
13th-place at last weekend’s com¬
petition. The team finished 10th
overall with 225 points, establish¬
ing a comfortable 59-point lead on
NESCAC cellar dweller Wesleyan.
Kate Parker ’01 showed sure-fire
potential with her 21st-place fin¬
ish, but the next Bates runner, Jes¬
sica Young ’00 (74th place) did not
show up until more than 1:30
later...The Men’s Soccer team (85) must still be shaking their heads
after last weekend’s 1-0 loss to
Colby (7-41), in which two Bates
goals were called back and the vis¬

iting Mules were outshot, 9-4. One
apparent Bates score was re¬
versed because the ref went up¬
stairs for the video replay, which
showed that the ball never touched
the back of the net. Another goal
came after a free kick from just
outside the Colby box, when Drew
Weymouth ’02 fed Chad LaFauci
’99 for the bangbang play, but the
ref decided to call it a no-goal af¬
ter consulting his inner id, which
clearly favored the Mules on this
day, saying that the ball had not
completely stopped moving. Last
Wednesday, Bates decided to take
out their frustrations on the 5-13
USM Huskies, pounding them like
a slab of Mule for the 6-1 win. Top
sniper Andy Apstein ’00 had the
fifth twogoal game of his career,
adding an assist for good measure
on the first score of the game, at
1:35 by Chris Sporcic ’01. Ted Mar¬
tin ’00 picked up his third career
tally, while Drew Weymouth ’02
and Erik Remsen ’01 celebrated
their first ever Bates goals. The
regular season concludes this Sat¬
urday at Bowdoin, where the 11:00
a.m. start time should work per¬
fectly for those who just can’t wait
for the football game to see some
Polar Bear poleaxing.
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Bates to host “The Movement,
Revisited” in college chapel
LEWISTON, Maine — Contemporary jazz
meets traditional gospel when The Christian
McBride Jazz Quartet and the Maine Gospel
Choir perform “The Movement, Revisited,”
a musical celebration of the Civil Rights
struggles of the 1960s, Wednesday Nov. 11 at
7 p.m. in the Bates College Chapel. The pub¬
lic is invited to attend free of charge.
Commissioned by Portland Performing
Arts Inc., the celebrated jazz bassist McBride
has composed an extended work for jazz en¬
semble and gospel choir to evoke the Civil
Rights movement through settings of a suite
of poems and Old Testament passages. The
premiere performance makes its first stop
in Lewiston as it tours throughout New En¬
gland during the month of November.
“This kind of project, supported
through the arts, helps to maintain the cul¬
tures that have become a vital part of our
American heritage,” said Joanna Lee, direc¬
tor of the affirmative action office at Bates.
Since the release of his first two re¬
cordings “Gettin’ To It” and “Number Two
Express,” McBride has received critical ac¬
claim, toppping Down Beat’s “bassist most
deserving of recognition” poll and Jazz
Time’s readers poll. Time magazine heralded
him as “the most promising and versatile
bassist since Charles Mingus,” and his live
performances have received equally lavish
praise.
“He already sounds like no other bass¬
ist of his generation,” the Chicago Tribune
said. McBride has appeared on more than

100 recordings, playing with Wynton
Marsalis, Joshua Redman, Wayne Shorter
and Chick Corea.
McBride was commissioned by Jazz at
Lincoln Center to compose “Blues in Alpha¬
bet City,” a full-scale work performed by
Marsalis and the Lincoln Center Jazz Orches¬
tra, with McBride as a special guest. In addi¬
tion to his solo recordings,
McBride has recoreded a trio record
“Fingerpainting: The Music of Herbie
Hancock” with trumpeter Nicholas McBride
and guitarist Mark Whitfield. Most recently,
he has released “A Family Affair” with pro¬
ducer George Duke. A member of yet another
trio Superbass with Ray Brown and John
Clayton, McBride also teaches at the
Berkelee College of Music.
Choir and congregation members of
two Portland churches, the Green Memorial
AME Zion Church and Williams Temple
Church of God in Christ Church, comprise
The Maine Mass Gospel Choir. The two
groups, along with members of Portland’s
African Fellowship International, first gath¬
ered together in 1996 under “Sounds of
Blackness” music director Gary Hines as
part of the House Island Project of Portland
Performing Arts. Hines continued to work
with the choir in annual residencies until this
year, when J.J. Steele assumed the position
of musical director. Organist Fred Steele will
accompany the choir for the tour.
In addition to regular church services,
the intergenerational and interdenomina¬

tional Maine Mass Gospel Choir has ap¬
peared in concert with Grammy-award win¬
ners Sounds of Blackness and the acclaimed
South African singer and choir director Thuli
Dumaiude, among others.
The performance is funded in part by
a grant from the Lila Wallace- Reader’s Di¬
gest National Jazz Network, a program of the
New England Foundation for the Arts, with

additional support from the six New England
state arts agencies and the National Endow¬
ment for the Arts. The performance also is
made possible through a commission from
Portland Performing Arts Inc., Portland,
Maine; and Bates College, including the af¬
firmative action and dean of students office
as well as the American cultural and Afri¬
can American studies programs.

The Blue Goose...

the official bar of the Q on the Q reporters.
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Hot plates of food, the rich gifts that we forget
Writer reminds us of the humanity and complexity of hunger in our world, and what we must persevere with for change to occur
By DAVID OMOM
Staff Writer

It is a rainy melancholy afternoon, and
I’m walking to Chase Hall for lunch. Sooner
than I expected, I get into Commons and I’m
in the process of the usual card swipes, long
lines (made short today by the Food fair in
the Gray Cage) and tray loading. I get my
tray and look at the plateful of rice and
Thon’s renowned Thai stir fry as I walk down
across the hallway towards my favorite spot,
the middle room. After sitting down, I pro¬
ceed to bite and chew and half hour later, 1
call it a “lunch” while my barely touched plate
stares at me, making me cringe with guilt at
my wastefulness. “What will happen to this
food?” my prickly conscience (and I think I
have one, in case you doubt it) asks me. As I
continue staring at it, (for the first time in a
long time) three powerful images float to my
mind; they are my images and my stories
about hunger and poverty.
Image L I see a young skinny African
boy standing next to a thorn tree in the swel¬
tering Kenyan heat. He smiles colorlessly at
the herds of animals he must take care of.
Then he. appears lost in a train of thought.
As'tie
tftfefei to cs painfully remembers
how he had to sdrop oytM selroblTfi-'Ofder to
work as a herdsboy to earn money lor his
school fees and to help his parents feed his
family. As he shoutstat.another errant-ani¬
mal, he looks at the now dying sun with the
hopes of the first solid meal of his day.
Image II: 1 remember this photographic
image, partly because I’ll never forget it, and
partly because it was my first very traumatic
experience with the hunger and extreme
poverty suffered by millions all over the world

each year. It is an image of an emaciated,
dying innocent child in Ethiopia during the
Great Sahel regional famine of 1984-85. She
is sleeping, coiled on the dry parched earth
next to dried up shrubs and trees, while up
in the air several hungry and powerful vul¬
tures circle in the heat of the midday sun,
waiting for the child to die. Let me spare you
the painful details because you can figure out

prices of grain in the world market after a
very successful season.
These are mental images I always re¬
member, and some of them have a happy end¬
ing like that of the skinny little boy who went
back to school and went on to college after
extreme poverty, and later became perhaps
the greatest influence in my life. Others like
the photographed innocent girl are now pain¬

In fact, I honestly believe it is an
understatement to clai7n that even though we
have enough resources, we lack the will,
because I think it’s more serious than that. As
author and film maker, Sembene Ousmanne
remarkably said it, the greatest pain is not
knowing that you lack something, but
knowmg that someone wishes you to stay in
that situation for the rest of your life. It’s
time we started doing something, for the sake
of all of us, now and to come.
the ending.
Image III: 1 remember during a Social
Welfare, Education, and Ethics class in jun¬
ior year in high school reading an article
about another equally shocking practice. It
described how farmers in either the United
States or the European Union (or both) were
dumping grain into the sea to drive up the

ful, immortalized memories which will con¬
tinue to haunt a world divided into haves and
have-nots to move on towards guaranteeing
food for all of us and our children to come.
Perhaps a good start to understand¬
ing what I’m talking about would be to briefly
outline and analyze the causes of hunger and
poverty. If you guessed overpopulation, count

yourself wrong. The chief cause of poverty
and hunger is the lack of resources and
power. As an Oxfam America fact sheet de¬
scribes it, millions of hardworking people all
over the world desire the best for themselves
and their loved ones; yet because they lack
resources such as land, credit, water and
access to markets, they are bound with their
descendants in a cycle of poverty. To give' an
example, in Guatemala, 2% of the population
owns over 65% of the land and like in most
developing nations, all major sources of
credit are rarely available to the peasant
farmers. Without land or credit, any mean¬
ingful production of food is impossible. Ev¬
ery year, millions of others (e.g., in Sudan
currently), face starvation and disease due
to militarization and wars. Able breadwin¬
ners die in battle leaving behind helpless or¬
phans, crops are destroyed while families are
forced to flee their lands and homes to the
squalor and poverty of refugee camps. Other
causes of hunger include a variety of social
problems like discrimination, alcoholism and
drug addiction and the debt burden in third
world countries, indeed a nation such as
Mozambique spends double on debt repay¬
ments compared to what it spends on health
and education combined.
Consider this: The Y2Kbugis increas¬
ingly becoming a great cause of concern as
we approach the next millennium. As Blaise
Salmon writing in Maclean’s, superbly de¬
scribes it in-a comparison with the-hunger
problem, estimates put the cost of avoiding
a global electronic meltdown at almost $2
trillion and no one doubts that this gargan¬
tuan cost will be met. Yet a much more seri¬
ous crisis is ignored whose cost of solution
Continued on page 14

How Bates Rates
Yes, the same man who showed up to a campaign business
dinner dressed all in camouflage, the same man who has
suggested that Minnesota consider legalizing prostitution,
and the same man who when asked how he'd deal with
difficult legislators merely flexed a bicep in reply.

Minnesota's Newest Governor;
Jessie "The Body" Ventura

Lepore's sophmore sportswriting
'friend'
Ska-lloween

i
t

Neither tact, nor grace, nor discretion, nor sensitivity, nor
humility, nor understanding shall darken your brow. Ever.
Baby got back kids, ska-style. Skanatto's ruffians kick ass.

Newport Maine's 98 Referendum

When asked to pass an ordinance to punish women for
showing their breasts in public, such as Ms. Shirly Davis's
daughter who mows her lawn topless, residents responded
by upholding women's right to bear by 492 votes.

The CHC Hypnotist

Next time we LOCK the Grey Cage's doors BEFORE the
subjects run outside still under hypnosis.
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A day of pride, Veterans Day, forgotten

Editorial

Writer argues that our neglect of this holiday a wonder and a shame

Who are we kidding? Our votes don’t count.
Thank goodness so many of you people didn’t vote. It is a waste of your
time. What, nobody told you? Your ballots do not matter. Everything you
always suspected is true. You are defenseless from the wealthy and the pow¬
erful from taking advantage of you and your neighbors.
Besides, even if voting did make an impact, do really think they’d allow
for someone or something that wanted to change the system to really accom¬
plish something? They’d simply change the election results, or minimize the
power of that person with slander, red-baiting or a scandal or two. You rarely
look to see if there’s actual evidence, all they need to do is insinuate.
Be realistic. Votes and elections aren’t free things, they’re controlled
by big money. Even if there were an honest politician out there, they’re going
to succumb to the opponent with the bankroll from the fat cat lobbyists with
soft money funds. You can almost see the puppet strings those politicians get
pulled and pushed by.
How ‘bout a revolution? Come on, you couldn’t get people to get to¬
gether and accomplish anything without having them disagree a thousand
ways beforehand. Nobody is willing to put aside their own interests for the
sake of bigger political advancement.
You don’t know what’s going on anyway, so they can spin things any
way they want. Hell, the way they’ve made government seem so complex, the
average Joe is so intimidated by government they won’t even question the
decisions. Instead they’ve got you so convinced it’s beyond you that you all
look the other way as soon as they mention a vague economic term on CSpan.
You all seem to think that it takes more than common sense, honesty,
and a little vision to be a leader. You’ve taught government that scandal is
sexy, and spending time getting interested in other people’s problems is bor¬
ing. So they’ll pander to what they think you want; negative ads and impeach¬
ment talk. Leaders and their lawyers will make neat little snakebites that
sound vicious and as if they’re doing something.
We’ll ignore the titanic deficit we have already costing us money we
could use for a multitude of other ways, including giving some back to you.
Forget fixing social security’s reserves, by 2030 commodities will be so ex¬
pensive even if it did survive it wouldn’t be enough to cover your food costs
let alone your medical insurance. Instead they’ll hand you a disabled Presi¬
dent, a divided Congress full of ‘moderates,’ and a media trying to figure out
how to sell more newspapers instead of shoring up some kind of journalistic
integrity. Who can blame them anyway, with less than half of you vot¬
ing them in?

To the Editor;
Veterans Day is a national holiday here
in the U.S. It is a day we take to remember
all the veterans that have fought for our coun¬
try. Many of these men
have risked their lives
Letters to
for their country, and
many have become
handicapped for life as a result. Veterans Day
is just one day out of the year where we honor
all those who have fought and sacrificed for
their country. Yet this holiday, just around the
corner on November 11, is not celebrated
here at Bates.
If you asked me why, I honestly
couldn’t give you an answer. Some of these
men and women have come out alive from
situations that you and I would be hard put
to imagine. Many have been disfigured for
life, lost a limb, lost someone dear to them in
combat or have acted heroically under fire.
Even after the war, it has been a
struggle for some to cope with the events that
they have witnessed in combat. Many fought
and died for the ideals that this country up¬
holds and to preserve our way of living to¬
day. Don’t you think that these people de¬
serve a day to be remembered and re¬
spected?
Veterans Day is a day to remember the
individual soldiers who fought in our wars
whether they wanted to be there or not,
whether people agree with the reason for
warring in the first place is irrelevant. At the
time when these soldiers fought, no matter
which war you look at, their personal poli¬
tics or beliefs didn’t matter at all. They were
there, they were fighting for our country, and
they should be remembered for it.
I have spoken to a few veterans that
are employed here on campus, they feel dis¬
respected because we do not observe this
holiday. There are many veterans, handi¬
capped or or otherwise, whose services have

been forgotten by people in general, and to
me this is simply wrong. The point of this
holiday is to remember the individuals that
fought and lived through war, most whom
were our age or
younger at the time.
the Editor
By honoring
these
men
and
women, we honor not only their valiance, but
also the things they fought for. They fought
to uphold the values that our country is based
on and that we hold on high. The same val¬
ues that make our country what it is today.
They fought to guarantee us our rights to life,
liberty, and the pursuit of happiness here in
America .Time after time again, they have
fought forces that threatened to bring an end
to our society: the British during the Revolu¬
tion, the Confederates during the Civil War,
and the Germans in both world wars.
Without their efforts, we could have
lost our freedom of speech, right to a just
trial, perhaps even the right to choose not
to celebrate Veterans Day, just to mention a
few. The freedoms we have in our country
are unparalleled in most other nations, and
we should be proud of them, therefore proud
of those who put their lives on the line to pro¬
tect those freedoms for us.
I don’t know what most people here
feel about Veterans Day, but it is an impor¬
tant holiday that should be observed and re¬
membered. If you feel as I do, and believe
Veterans Day is a holiday worth celebrating,
keep a lookout in the Bates Daily. The Col¬
lege Republican Club will be holding a cel¬
ebration of Veterans day in the coming week,
it will include the chalking of the quad, a
movie and a speaker. If you are interested in
attending or would like to help out watch the
Bates Daily or email or email
BatesGOP@aol.com, and the details of the
event will be sent to you via email. So come
to our celebration, and remember our vets.
George Schneider, ‘01

Alum writes; Rugby team a
credit to Bates sportsmanship
Dear Editor,

1873-1998

My wife and I were among the many
who attended Parents’ Weekend recently. We
witnessed a most wonderful game of rugby,
more so since it was played under the worst
possible conditions.
To see these fine athletes exhausted,
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Letter to the Editor
bespattered with mud, and fighting tears at
having narrowly lost to their archrival was a
sight to behold, the memory of which will stay
with me for a longtime. The sportsmanship
displayed by the rugby team duringthat cru¬
cial game was a credit to Bates College.

The Bates Student is published weekly by the students of Bates College when the
college is in session. Editorials represent opinions of the editorial board. Views ex¬
pressed in individual columns, features and letters are solely those of the author.

Albert Livermore

As the section name suggests, the opinion pages of The Student are intended to be an
open forum for the Bates community. To this end, we invite members of the commu¬
nity to contribute to it.
Letters to the Editor must be received at 7 p.m. on Wednesday if they are to be consid¬
ered for publication in the Friday issue. All letters must be signed, but under special
circumstances the newspaper may withhold names upon request. People may de¬
liver single-spaced, typed letters to 224 Chase Hall, or mail them to The Bates Stu¬
dent, 309 Bates College, Lewiston, ME 04240. They may also submit letters on a 3.5inch computer disk, or by e-mail to jconnors@abacus.bates.edu.

off the mark

by Mark Parisi

off the mark

by Mark Parisi
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The Bates Student reserves the right not to print letters, and to edit letters for length
and clarity. Letters listing multiple authors must be signed by each author. Letters
determined to be malicious or deceitful in their intent will not be published.
Additional postal correspondence can be mailed to the above address.
Reach the Bates Student by telephone at (207) 795-7494, or by fax at (207) 786-6035.
Subscription rates are $25 for the academic year, or $15 per semester. Checks should
be made payable to The Bates Student.
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NASA; the old, rational agency vs. today’s politicized pawn
A NASA engineer argues that the American Space Agency has lost its visionary nature, and is now mired in bureaucratic spin
By JOHANNES M. HACKER
Ayn Rand Institute

In NASA’s heyday, some three decades
ago, the American public took for granted
that space exploration would steadily
progress. Lunar colonies and interplanetary
flights, people believed, were only a matter
of time. Today, however, the general attitude
toward NASA has changed to one of pessi¬
mism and indifference.
John Glenn is a perfect symbol
of'that shift. When he became the first
American to orbit Earth NASA’s hori¬
zons seemed to be limitless. Today, he
goes into the same low-earth orbit he
helped pioneer 36 years ago. But this
time he goes in a public-relations stunt
for a NASA that no longer excites the
imagination and no longer has a chal¬
lenging future.
Why has America’s space pro¬
gram fallen from moon shots to mal¬
aise? Because NASA has gone from
an organization ruled by the concerns
of science and engineering to one domi¬
nated by the concerns of politics.
The liberals began complaining:
“If we can land a man on the moon, why
can’t we feed the hungry, care for the
elderly, etc.?” Moreover, the successes
of NASA undermined the liberals’
philosophic message. How were they
to convince Americans that the individual is
a helpless victim, requiring constant nurtur¬
ing by the government, when the nightly news
showed man walking on the moon?
The astronauts had to be brought
down from the moon—figuratively and
literally-to serve the agenda of the Great
Society. NASA gradually became just an¬
other cogin the welfare-state machinery. The
manned space program has now been trans¬
formed into what is essentially a foreign-aid
program.

The Vehicle Assembly Building at Cape Russian space programs are now joined at
Kennedy is so massive that the United Na¬ the hip. Later this year the first piece of the
tions building could fit through any one of International Space Station will be launched
its four hangar doors
by the Russians.
onto its eight-acre
They have been given
shop floor. NASA con¬
critical responsibility
OpEd Selection
structed it to enable
for the station’s alti¬
America to go into
tude control and pro¬
space—alone. But NASA’s flagship project pulsion, making the Russians indispensable.
today is the International Space Station.
Should they renege on their end, as they have
Its original name was “Space Station repeatedly threatened to do unless given

The liberals began complaining: “If we can land
a man on the moon, why can't we feed the
hungry, care for the elderly, etc.?" Moreover, the
successes of NASA undermined the liberals'
philosophic message. How were they to convince
Americans that the individual is a helpless
victim, requiring constant nurturing by the
government, when the nightly news showed man
walking on the moon?
Freedom”, but the Clinton administration,
unwilling to offend any of its fifteen “part¬
ner- nations” has steadfastly refused to re¬
name it. Except that it added the adjective
“International” to destroy any notion that
this is an America-led project. (Even an in¬
nocuous, temporary moniker given by NASA
engineers, “Alpha,” was scrapped because
the Russians chafed at a name that hinted
at America’s pride at beingfirst at anything).
In keeping with the subordination of
engineering to politics, the American and

ever-more U.S. tax dollars, the entire pro¬
gram will be jeopardized.
What was the rationale for giving Rus¬
sia such a vital role in the space station pro¬
gram? It was supposed to be a “gesture of
friendship” toward a former enemy to en¬
hance “global harmony.” It also serves the
political purpose of sending welfare to the
Russian economy-which is collapsing any¬
way. It was also a subtle bribe to Russia, to
keep it from arming India-which has since
gone nuclear anyway.

Write for the Student by
ehoiee or we’ll kidnap you
and brainwash you to do it.
We’re not kidding.
On world hunger, a need for reevaluation of our resources, and will
Continued from page 12

is mere pittance compared to the cost of fixingthe millennium bug. Here are a few daunt¬
ing statistics I picked up to show you the
gravity of this crisis. Everyday, more than 841
million people go to bed on empty stomachs
(35 million of them in the US alone). Further,
1.4 billion people survive on less than $1 a
day, while a total of 3 billion live with less
than $2 a day (probably the cost of a bagel at
a Dunkin Donuts outlet).
These statistics contrasted with the
fact that the richest 500 billionaires own
more wealth than 60% of humanity combined,
make a compelling case for a reevaluation
of society. This unfortunately is in a world
that has seen more increasing prosperity
than at any other stage in history.
The cost of fixing this problem: pro¬
viding basic healthcare and sanitation, im¬
proved maternal and reproductive health,
better primary education, clean water and
food on the table would be approximately $60

billion per year for the next ten years. That
certainly is not asking for too much, consid¬
ering that the total worth of Bill Gates alone
before the recent Wall Street tumble was
slightly more than that.
In fact, I honestly believe it is an un¬
derstatement to claim that even though we
have enough resources, we lack the will, be¬
cause I think it’s more serious than that. As
author and film maker, Sembene Ousmanne
remarkably said it, the greatest pain is not
knowing that you lack something, but know¬
ing that someone wishes you to stay in that
situation for the rest of your life.
It’s time we started doing something,
for the sake of all of us, now and to come.
One way we can all make a difference is if
we take time and share our energies and re¬
sources, which combined with all of
humanity’s efforts, will be a big step forward.
One such opportunity is the upcoming Bates
Hunger Awareness and action week next
week.

Looking westward towards sunset over Hathorn Hall.

NASA’s flight rules list the three worst
possible emergencies on a spacecraft: an
onboard fire, an internal hazardous chemi¬
cal leak and a cabin depressurization. Dur¬
ing last year’s joint Shuttle-Mir venture,
American astronauts had to face all three.
This was a result of the suspension of NASA’s
safety standards--in the name of “social co¬
operation” with the Russians.
John Glenn may be the last hero ever
to carry NASA’s banner into space. It is sad
to note--as another sign of NASA’s
decline-that when Glenn was origi¬
nally selected to go into space, it was
to advance science and engineering
and because he was a brilliant test pi¬
lot. Today, his selection is based on
political patronage.
His voyage may once again spark
public interest, but it will be NASA’s
swan song. After Glenn’s short flight,
all NASA has left is the space station.
Once it is built, the agency has no se¬
rious plans for further exploration.
As long as NASA remains a govern¬
ment entity, it will continue to dete¬
riorate. The only hope lies in com¬
mercial, non-political sponsorshipwhich is, in fact, quietly growing (and
is how space exploration should have
been launched from the start).
Whoever does go back to the moon
will be led not by politicians and bu¬
reaucrats, but by visionaries and entrepre¬
neurs. I just hope I’m around to work on such
a mission.
Johannes M. Hacker, an aerospace engineer spe¬
cializing in space flight operations, worked for
four years as a space station flight controller at
NASA’s Johnson Space Center in Houston. He is a
senior writer for Ayn Rand Institute in Marina
del Rey, Calif. The Institute promotes the phi¬
losophy ofAynRand, author of
Atlas Shrugged
The Fountainhead .
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Smoking with taste

“Wifebeaters”

Letters to the Editor

College Repubs argue cigar party
classy, not a vulgar partisan attack

15

Misogynistic term wrong on many levels
To the Editor,

To the Editor;
The College Republicans are a group
of people that shares a common interest, just
like all the other clubs on campus. Like other
clubs, we sponsor events that bring students
together to interact and have fun.
Last year, an idea was brought up to
host a cigar party. We wanted to provide food
and cigars for people while they were play¬
ing card games. We planned to invite a cigar
expert from the Auburn community to jolin
us and discuss cigar etiquette. Jazz music
in the background would provide a pleasant
atmosphere and anyone that would attend
would provide pleasant company.
Some partisans might like to think that
our motives were to talk politics and swap
dirty jokes. Now a days though, that’s not
what cigars represent. If you’ve ever flipped
through the pages of “Cigar Aficionado”
you’ll note that cigars are on the rise because
they’re classy, they’re chic and they’re popu¬
lar with celebrities.
Mark Twain, John E Kennedy, George
Burns and Winston Churchill all smoked ci¬
gars. Does that detract from who they were
or change our opinions of them? Because he
smoked, was JFK any less a profile in cour¬
age? Because we are college students, are
we mistaken in aligning ourselves with these
great smokers? Are we doing it to make a
scene and not because we enjoy it? Not at
all.
Yet the administration feels differently.
They forbid us to tell jokes at our event about
the Starr Report and the cigar use mentioned
therein or say anything negative about Presi¬
dent Clinton. We find this to be an assault on
our dignity. It makes us think that the ad¬
ministration believes us to be indiscreet,
uncultivated, right-wing extremists who ex¬
ist only for the purpose of defaming liberal
opinions.
The sad state of our club is that we are
branded as such, not only by the adminis¬
tration, but by the student body as well. The
truth is that we embrace both ends of the
political spectrum and all that falls in be-

tween as important, necessary and worth¬
while in this, the greatest country yet de¬
signed.
We invite all those who feel this is not
so to come to one of our meetings and hear
us talk. Meetings are a time to blow off steam,
listen and learn, support and be supported
and join into the political process that ALL
our forefathers and foremothers have fought
so dearly to protect and preserve.
The College Republicans

The boycott ends
Hardly satisfied, letter examines
perceived double standard remains
To the Editor;
To the resentment and dismay of many
Physical Plant Employees the boycott of the
den has been officially called off. Knowing

Portland’s smoking ban goes too far
By SHAWN P. O’LEARY

Editor-in-Chief
As I see it, democracy isn’t such a won¬
derful system of governance after all. I find
it safe to assume that virtually everyone in
the country would bristle at the thought of
their personal liberties falling subject to the
whim of the electorate. However, this is ex¬
actly what happens far too often.
This past Tuesday voters in Portland
voted to sustain a ban on smoking in all res¬
taurants in the city. On the surface it seems
to many people to be a well-founded ban, but
consider for a moment what that implies. A
group of voters have made a decision as to
how a business person chooses to operate
his/her establishment. I ask one question in
regard to this: Is this really fair?
Proponents of the ban said that it was
a matter of health, public good, etc. Perhaps,
but it seems to me that since restaurant own¬
ers operate in a free-market atmosphere that
some would come to ban smoking while oth¬
ers would not. Simply put, patronize the res¬
taurants which reflect your smoking prefer¬
ences. If allowing smoking is indeed bad for
business, the policy of the restaurant will
change and visa-versa.
By virtue of that vote, the ability of
Portland’s restaurant owners to make deci¬
sions crucial to their business has been di¬
minished. What right does anyone have to
dictate how anyone else can control their
holdings? Those restaurants do not belong
to the public, yet the public claims to have
authority to control aspects of its operation.
In my opinion, if you don’t like the smoking
policy of a particular restaurant you have two
choices: A.) Buy the restaurant and change

the policy or B.) go somewhere else.
We live in a society which claims to
hold our personal liberties near and dear,
however we trample upon the liberties of
those in the private sector. Cities can change
zoning ordinances in order to prevent a landowner from developing a certain industry or
business, a single vote strips a restaurant
owner from developing his/her own policy for
their business, and companies which are too
successful are challenged and/or curtailed by
the government (i.e. AT&T and Microsoft).
The latter reference is now underway.
As you read this article Microsoft is under
fire from the Justice Department for no less
than simply being too good at what they do.
As far as the United States is concerned you
can start a company, be aggressive, employ
lots of workers, but don’t you dare be so suc¬
cessful so as to corner the market. Free en¬
terprise is in many ways the most glorious
facet of our nation, I venture to guess that
the same is not said of government policy and
those that craft it.
I realize that Netscape and America
Online (AOL) contend that Microsoft uses its
market dominance to “muscle-out” competi¬
tion, but quite frankly if either of those com¬
panies were able to bring a viable alterna¬
tive product to the market they wouldn’t be
complaining. It isn’t that Netscape and AOL
cannot compete with Microsoft due to
Microsoft’s status, its that these companies
consistently fail to provide a quality product
that can contend with those of Microsoft. In
this sense, the U.S. government by virtue of
its legal actions against Microsoft, is punish¬
ing the creativity and ingenuity of one com¬
pany and rewarding the shortcomings of oth¬
ers. Is this your picture of a true democracy?

full well that the den policies cater to some
more than others, we know that we will never
get our big-screen T.V. back for our break
time. Still, our point was made, but the pro¬
fessor won.
I just wonder what deep philosophy
compelled this guy to rob his fellow workers
of twenty minutes of enjoyment. Are we re¬
ally that irritable? Really?
No one else seemed to think so.
Wouldn’t it be nice if we could all control ev¬
erything that inconvenienced us? I’d hate to

see this guy in heavy traffic.
Some things you can’t control and
some things you can. Now we all know one
more thing which this fellow can control. So,
Physical Plant buddies, picture the Den like
a library and you’ll be all set. Talk softly and
use good manners and, if you can find some
time, brush up on your Shakespeare and
Nuclear Physics and maybe we can all get
along; Yeah, right.

Walking among the fliers posted in
Chase Hall last week I came across one pro¬
moting a party named, “Flip-flops, Tank-tops
and Wifebeaters...” And wifebeaters?! I am
truly disappointed. As I understand it,
wifebeater is a slang term for the tank-top
style undershirt stereo typically worn by men
who beat their wives. This term and the ease
with which it was used alarms me.
It seems we have incorporated it into
our vernacular, we have embraced it as just
another word, but in fact it is not just an¬
other word. It carries with it a distasteful and
harmful meaning and it is indicative of a
larger and growing complacency of our cul¬
ture towards issues of domestic violence. It
frightens me to see that we, the Bates com¬
munity, have become so comfortable with
such misogynistic terms that we now use
them without thought.
The fact that this language was used
as advertisement and overlooked, not only
by students but by the administration as well,
proves that these vices have taken their toll
on our campus. It insists that no one is im¬
mune. The proximity of this inappropriate
use of slang to the YMCA’s “Week without
Violence” and the campus organized “Take
Back the Night” event to raise awareness of
domestic violence is equally confusing. Our
culture has become desensitized.lt is this
numbness of culture and community that I
believe to be the cause of even more urgent
problems which we must inevitably confront.
It is what keeps use crying, “What to do?”
We must pause...and reconsider the
meaning of our actions in hope of acquiring
a more effective understanding of our re¬
sponsibilities to ourselves and to one another,
especially as educated individuals. We must
glance back over our shoulder to see how far
we have come and allow our accomplish¬
ments to encourage us with the great dis¬
tance we have yet to go. Through this, I be¬
lieve we can foster a healthier community as
well as a more sustainable existence for us.

Gerald Thibault

Todd Kundla ’00
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Question at the Goose?
It’s 8 p.m. on weekday, what are you doing at the Goose?

Planning hockey practice.”

PhotOS by Iftll ClGctry

Dan Fortin
and ‘Boog’

Christoph Stutts ’00

Reported by Ian Cleary

“You want a piece of me?”

“I’ve been here too long, my wife
is gonna kill me.”

Jon Sehultz ’99
Ron Goulet
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